
Liquid Chromatography

       Systems

Reducing the Cost of
Ownership of High-Performance

Save on cost without compromising quality

Afford more with the Thermo ScientificTM VanquishTM Core HPLC system

What to look for in a liquid chromatography system

Modern laboratories across all industries from food to pharmaceutical production are being asked to
achieve more without compromising data quality. However, workflow disruptions associated with costly 
maintenance and repair can compromise profitability, increasing the cost of owning a system in the long run. 

This infographic will explain the main hardware features and explore the key cost-saving considerations 
when purchasing HPLC systems. 

Designed for enhanced performance and repeatability with no trade-offs in robustness or ease of use, the 
Thermo ScientificTM VanquishTM HPLC and UHPLC systems offer exceptional analytical precision, detector 
sensitivity, and operational simplicity.

Thermo ScientificTM VanquishTM Core HPLC systems offer enhancements including system intelligence, 
exceptional ease of use, and smart diagnostic technology that directly translate into a reduced cost of 
ownership that doesn’t compromise on data quality.

Thermo ScientificTM ViperTM

and nanoViperTM Fingertight 
Fittings combine simplicity with 
high-performance, requiring no
tools for installation.
Save 21 hours / year 

Robust Hardware

Cost of Ownership

Simple User
Interface

Ease of
OperationAutomated Processes

System Intelligence

Prepare Next Injection 
automation options save 
seconds per injection.
Save 25 hours / year

SmartInject technology 
ensures virtually no pressure 
spike at the time of injection, 
reducing column wear on 
the column.
Save 2 columns / year
 

Health checks enable 
users to proactively avoid 
unexpected instrument 
downtime. 
Save 22.5 hours / year

700 bar pressure rating 
supports method 
modernization with more 
column options.
Save 278 hours / year
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Enhanced user interface 
enables the analysis 
of common system 
parameters instantly 
without needing to log 
into the CDS.
Save 42 hours / year

Diagnostic tests enable 
analysts to locate the problem 
more quickly without the help 
of an expert.
Save 10 hours / year

Built in support helps
reduce time on 
troubleshooting minor issues.
Save 5 hours / year

Solvent monitoring ensures 
the system has sufficient 
eluent and waste capacity 
and prevents systems from 
running dry.
Save 2 hours / year 

In order to create a flexible, affordable and robust liquid chromatography workflow, researchers must 
first consider several key instrument and supplies features.

Cost savings per year

Save 406 hours
and run an extra 975 
samples per year 

Additional sample revenue per year

Cost 
savings 
per year

Service & 
materials

Metrology Total Original
method

Modernized 
method

$1,000 $1,925 $2,531 $5,456 $9,816 $29,841

Read the full whitepaper here. 

Learn more about Thermo ScientificTM VanquishTM 
Core HPLC Systems or take a virtual product tour
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